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Context

- 2005: NURD
- 21.95% growth since 2010
- 72.11% increase in home values since 2005
- 2017: R/UDAT
- 2019: PhotoVoicesNE
"Through this project we hope to share with the City how our neighborhood defines its character." -NENA News, Spring 2019

"It became obvious that we needed a way to make sense out of all the input we received from the neighborhood." -NENA News, Spring 2020

Image: Mark Egge
Chapter 38 - UNIFIED DEVELOPMENT CODE
Methodology

- Qualitative Coding Framework
- 8 Broad Codes; 28 Total Subcodes
- Inductive
Agreement: Gathering Places

PhotoVoicesNE: "Community gathering spots matter. All year, community happens!"

Unified Development Code: "To provide a neighborhood focal point, all residential subdivisions or planned unit developments that are ten net acres in size or greater, must have a neighborhood center..."
Agreement: Public Art

PhotoVoicesNE: "...the NE neighborhood was one of the spots I used as inspiration while an art student at MSU"

Strategic Plan: "Encourage and support partnerships for public art and other arts and cultural initiatives in the city."
Agreement: Interconnected Trails

PhotoVoicesNE: "Really important to connect trails!"

Community Plan: "Increase connectivity between parks and neighborhoods through continued trail and sidewalk development. Prioritize closing gaps within the network."
Agreement: Mixed Uses

PhotoVoicesNE: "...commerce and housing intermingle like kith and kin."

Unified Development Code: "Mixed use. Planned unit developments in mixed-use areas (REMU, UMU, and NEHNU zoning districts) may include commercial, light industrial, residential and mixes of various primary and accessory uses"
Agreement: Housing Diversity

PhotoVoicesNE: "This image is of a very modest multi-unit development. It was chosen as an example of the housing diversity that exists in our neighborhood."

Unified Development Code: "...does it include a variety of housing types and urban styles designed to address community-wide issues of affordability and diversity of housing stock?"
Agreement: ADUs

PhotoVoicesNE: "ADUs are an important element to address our housing/rentals shortage."

Community Plan: "Promote development of accessory dwelling units (ADUs)"
Agreement: Scale

PhotoVoicesNE: "Scale: Houses are built over many years... However, they harmonize because they have pitched roofs and are relatively modest in scale"

Community Plan: "Support compact neighborhoods, small lot sizes, and small floor plans..."
**Agreement: Infill**

PhotoVoicesNE: "These photos illustrate how the option to create new parcels from under-utilized yard space can make renovation of existing... structures financially possible, while creating sensitive infill and elegant density."

Community Plan: "Coordinate infrastructure construction, maintenance, and upgrades to support infill development..."
Disagreement: Infill & Density

"'Infill' means tearing down historic/old buildings for non-affordable multi-unit projects."

"Montana is about horses/mules/cows, crops, wild spaces not too far away. Keep Bozeman that way. Low density all around."

"...more people leads to unlikeable living conditions for everybody!"
Missing: Alleys

"Our treasured northeast neighborhood alleys provide safe travel and places for kids to play year round"
Missing: Viewshed Preservation

"Keep the view across the meadow. Don’t lose our mountains to walls."
"Each house is unique. If you live here, you can express your uniqueness."
Missing: Nonconformity

"NENA = Freedom to be creative!! Lack of uniformity!!"

"Hooray for randomness, one of our neighborhood’s greatest charms!"
Discussion: Does the code fit?

"Because it fits the code does not make it fit the ‘hood."

"Much of the charm of the Northeast Neighborhood is in its variety and unexpected juxtapositions—a vibrancy incompatible with labyrinthine regulations designed to enforce uniformity."

"City code needs to recognize the non-conformity of our homes & stop acting as if it’s new construction."
Discussion: What does fit?

R/UDAT: "The team did not find a community in the Northeast Neighborhood that is anti-development or “NIMBY” (Not-In-My-Back-Yard)"

"These photos depict what I think are NENA values of creativity, variety, infill, and non-conformity."
Discussion: Remain true to scale

"Small live-work: Yes!
Huge live-work: No!"

"4800 SF house on a 7,000 SF lot and for only two occupants!
Yikes!!"
Discussion: Take cues from existing buildings

"Houses are built over many years (in this case, the house on the right is at least 40 years younger than the house on the left). However, they harmonize because they have pitched roofs and are relatively modest in scale"
Discussion: Preserve what exists

"No more Brewery wall fiascos. Preserve and don’t let deep pockets swindle our city."
1. Encourage Developers to Match Neighborhood Context

- Alternative to form-based zoning
- Encourage creativity
- Points system?
Recommendations

2. Consider Incentives for Historic Preservation

- Grants for preservation and improvement projects?
Recommendations

3. Create a Concrete Plan for Viewshed Preservation

- Utilize GIS to identify vulnerable viewsheds?
- Explore overlay district
Recommendations

4. Continue to Encourage Participatory Planning Throughout the Planning Process

- Continue to value community input
- Involve community earlier in the process
Thank You!
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